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Abstract

We report production data on the prosodic realization of two types of foci (constituent wh-answers, and constituent correction) of two Chinese languages that are very different from Mandarin: Hong Kong Cantonese and Teochew (a variety of Southern Min dialect spoken in Jieyang, Guangdong China). The results indicated that unlike what was reported about focus prosody at the sentential level in Cantonese, on-focus lengthening was observed with wh focus data but nothing about on-focus intensity. F0 cues were not obvious but some tendency of post-focus compression was found in F0 velocity. The Teochew data instead showed no significant acoustic distinction across different types of information structure.

Index Terms: Focus, Cantonese, Teochew, complex nominal

1. Introduction

The prosodic marking of focus involves interactions between many levels of linguistic representation \cite{1} \cite{2}. One of the important issues in acoustic studies has been on how focus prosody is realized and how post-focus materials reflect the information packaging acoustically. Chinese languages, in particular, play an important role because many of them exhibit different phonetic inventories and different tone systems. Comparing the realization of focus prosody among these languages will shed new light on our understanding of prosody and its interaction with information packaging.

Much work has been done for the information focus in the Standard variety of Mandarin by observing bare nouns or monosyllabic constituents in a sentence. A prosodic organization should also be sensitive to metrical organizations, and thus examining focus prosody in different syntactic environments is needed. With respect to the realization of focus prosody in a new morpho-syntactic environment \cite{3} \cite{4}, a complex nominal containing a sequence of numeral-classifier-noun was adopted. This environment expresses closely related morpho-syntactic structure therein, naturally provides a phonetically controlled context, and functions as one argument in a sentence. It has been reported that acoustic characteristics of focus in Mandarin observed at the sentential level were also available in this morpho-syntactic environment. It showed that Mandarin speakers use a multidimensional strategy to distinguish information foci from contrastive foci, and from old information (cf. \cite{5}); when the numeral region in a complex NP was focused, the post-focus effects (a clear reduction of intensity and F0 lowering) were observed in the noun region of that complex NP.

Different varieties of Mandarin have been reported to differ in whether post-focus compression of pitch range is available (\cite{6}; Beijing vs. Taiwan Mandarin \cite{7}). Besides, some data showed that the F0 range of different tones in Mandarin is not necessarily compressed post-focally, that a preceding high tone focus may impact on the F0 lowering of its following tonal segment, and that a preceding low tone focus may impact on F0 raising in the post-focus region \cite{8}. In some other Chinese languages, the post-focus compression of F0 value was reported to be absent in Cantonese and only greater duration and intensity were found on the focused segments \cite{9}. For Southern Min varieties, it is reported that Taiwanese does not show post-focus compression \cite{10}, but in other Southern Min varieties (Melaka and Penang \cite{11}), the post-focus compression was available under specific segmental contexts.

Thus far, different results have been reported for different varieties of Chinese language concerning on-focus marking, and the post-focus effects. In this study, we used the morpho-syntactic environment (numeral-classifier-noun) to study one variety of Cantonese (Hong Kong Cantonese) and Southern Min (Teochew, spoken in Jieyang, East Guangdong province in China). Both languages are involved with extensive social contact with Mandarin. If language contact influences the emergence of post-focus compression \cite{12}, we expect Teochew data show post-focus effects, since Mandarin is the official language in that province and some varieties of Southern Min also show post-focus compression; we also expect similar tendency with Cantonese due to the language contact. In addition, if Cantonese and Mandarin employ different strategies on the prosodic marking of focus, we expect no post-focus compression, and only on-focus lengthening and higher intensity in Cantonese as that is what was reported at the sentential level for Cantonese \cite{9}. We are also curious whether effects of the preceding tonal contexts on the post-focus regions \cite{8} may be found in Chinese languages other than Mandarin. In this study, all target items were in high-level tone; therefore it will be expected that in the condition of narrow foci (i.e., corrective numeral), F0 lowering in the post-focus region (i.e., the noun region) in both languages should be observed.

2. Method

2.1. Stimuli

The target items in both experiments were three-syllable complex nominal (NP) containing a monosyllabic numeral, followed by a monosyllabic measure word, and a monosyllabic noun. Every syllable in the target item bears the same high-level tone in Cantonese and in Teochew, respectively.
Such complex NPs in Table 1 were then embedded in sentences as the subject illustrating one of the following three different information structures: the answer to a wh-NP (ANP), the correction of a numeral (CNUM), and when the whole NP is part of the background expressing the old information (ODNP). The stimuli consist of 36 target sentences in total (12 items × 3 information structures). Stimuli were checked to make sure no potential focus/prominence bearing words (such as *only*, *exactly*, etc.) other than the target items were included in a sentence. Stimuli were randomized so that no identical target item was immediately adjacent while being presented.

Table 1: Examples of target items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone 1</th>
<th>Cantonese</th>
<th>Teochew</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>一間屋</td>
<td>三张车</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jat1 gaan1 nguk1</td>
<td>sam1 ziang1 cia1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Target sentence: “What did you just make sure no identical target item was immediately adjacent while being presented.”


databases and the basic geographic information were obtained before each participant started the experiment. Each participant was paid HK$60 compensation after the experiment.

2.2. Participants

Six native speakers of Hong Kong Cantonese (3 female, 3 male; aged between 20 and 28) and six native speakers of Jieyang Teochew from East Guangdong (3 female, 3 male; aged between 20 and 40) participated in our study. None of them reported any history of hearing problems. The ethics approval for data collection and the basic geographic information were obtained before each participant started the experiment. Each participant was paid HK$60 compensation after the experiment.

2.3. Procedure

Each participant first filled out a questionnaire of language background and signed an informed consent form. During each experimental session, all of the stimuli were presented on a computer screen in a sound-attenuated room. Participants listened to the leading questions through a headphone and read the target sentences on the screen. They were instructed to respond to pre-recorded utterances as casual and natural as possible; no instruction was given to emphasize token. After a given trial, the next was presented 2 seconds later. Participants only repeated the sentence once unless they mispronounced the words or paused in the middle of utterances. Recordings were made in WAV format at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and a 16-bit quantization. Every participant had three practice trials before the experiment session and a 5-minute break after 18 trials. Each experiment lasted about 35 minutes.

2.4. Measurements

The target items were segmented using Praat [13]. Syllable boundaries were determined by using both visual (the waveform and spectrogram) and auditory information. The vocal pulses were manually checked and corrected when there were pitch halving or doubling and creaky voice. The acoustic measurements were generated by a custom-written script ProsodyPro 5.7.6 [14] for duration, mean intensity, maximum F0, minimum F0 and normalized F0 across speakers. The normalization of F0 was realized by dividing each syllable into 10 intervals equal in time and calculating the trimmed F0 values. The F0 value was converted from Hz to semitone scale, relative to 1 Hz by the formula: $12 \ln (x/1) / \ln 2$. To observe the F0 realization during tone production, the speed of fundamental frequency shift, namely, F0 velocity (in semitone/s) was also measured.

The Linear Mixed-Effects models were conducted on the duration and mean intensity using the lme4 package [15] in R [16]. We started with the simplest model, which included only the random intercepts (‘speaker’ and ‘item’). By-speaker, by-item, and speaker-by-item random slopes for information structure were then introduced if it achieved convergence and judged to be superior to less fully specified model in likelihood ratio tests. ‘Information structure’ was included as potential fixed effects. The post-hoc Tukey’s comparisons were conducted by the multcomp package [17] in R.

To compare the F0 curves of noun phrases with different information structure, we applied Smoothing Spline Analysis of Variance (SSANOVA models) to the time normalized F0 and F0 velocity using the gss package [18] in R [16]. For each tonal condition, SSANOVA model included information structure and normalized time and their interaction as predictors of the dependent variable, i.e., F0/ F0 velocity ~ information structure*normalized time. In all SSANOVA figures, F0 means are displayed by lines and 95% confidence intervals for F0 contours of different foci are displayed by transparent ribbons. Where the ribbons do not overlap, the difference between their represented categories can be considered significant ($\alpha = 0.05$) at that time point.

3. Results

3.1. Cantonese results

Figure 1 and 2 display the duration and intensity of numeral, classifier, and noun in the noun phrase. With regard to the numeral region, the mixed models did not reveal a significant main effect of information structure on the duration ($\chi^2 = 4.580$, df = 2, p = .0101) or the intensity ($\chi^2 = .046$, df = 2, p = .977). With regard to the classifier region, neither duration ($\chi^2 = 1.938$, df = 2, p = .380) nor intensity ($\chi^2 = 1.068$, df = 2, p = .586) seemed to be influenced by the information structure.

However, the information structure showed a significant main effect on the duration of the noun region ($\chi^2 = 8.635$, df = 2, p = .0013) but not on the intensity ($\chi^2 = 5.045$, df = 2, p = .008). A post-hoc test verified that the duration of the noun region in NP answers (ANP) was significantly longer than that of the noun region in the old information (p = .008) and in the correction of numeral (p = .017).
Figure 1: Boxplot of the duration (ms) of every syllable in Cantonese NPs with three types of information structure.

Figure 2: Boxplot of the intensity (dB) of every syllable in Cantonese NPs with three types of information structure.

The linear mixed models indicated a significant main effect of information structure on maximum F0 ($\chi^2 = 8.223, df = 2, p = .016$) and a marginal effect on the minimum F0 ($\chi^2 = 6.111, df = 2, p = .047$) of the numeral region. As shown in Figure 3, the F0 curve of NPs with numeral focus was marginally lower than the one of old information, but the F0 curves were largely overlapped between NP answers and old information.

Similarly, in Figure 4, the F0 realization of information structure indicated by F0 velocity contours across time showed that the F0 velocity of numeral corrective focus was slightly higher than ODNP at the beginning of numeral region and was significantly lower at the post-focal, noun region. No difference between NP answers and the old information was found.

3.2. Teochew results

The duration and intensity of Teochew noun phrases with different types of foci are displayed in Figure 5 and 6. The mixed models revealed a non-significant main effect of information structure on the duration ($\chi^2 = 1.1647, df = 2, p = .559$) and the intensity ($\chi^2 = 5.370, df = 2, p = .068$) of the numeral region. In the classifier region, duration ($\chi^2 = 2.701, df = 2, p = .259$) and intensity ($\chi^2 = .447, df = 2, p = .800$) did not seem to be affected by information structure. Likewise, the main effect of information structure was not significant on the duration ($\chi^2 = .422, df = 2, p = .810$) and the intensity ($\chi^2 = .075, df = 2, p = .963$) of the noun region.
As shown in Figure 7 and 8, unlike Cantonese data, the F0 curves and F0 velocity curves of Teochew noun phrases did not diverge across information structure. Linear mixed effects models on maximum and minimum F0 showed similar results.

We also conducted statistical analysis on the mean measurements of syllables in different prosodic phrasing patterns, but the main effect of information structure was not significant in all the dimensions we examined.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Our study partially replicated results in the previous studies and provided observations from a new angle of focus prosody. Cantonese wh focus was reported to be realized by increasing the duration and intensity of on-focus constituents without remarkable change of F0 [9], and we found significant on-focus lengthening of the noun in the NP answer condition, compared with the old information. However, the increase in intensity was not observed. In our study, this may be because segments with high-level tone are disadvantageous in terms of further strengthening in intensity given that they are intrinsically higher in intensity and target items were located at the sentence-initial position. Considering prosodic phrases, we found some on-focus lowering of F0 of corrective foci, which is very different from the on-focus patterns reported with Mandarin data in the previous studies. However, given the negation word preceding target regions in our items, it requires further verification to understand this part of facts properly.

Our results cast doubts on some previous claims. First, despite extensive language contact with Mandarin (cf. [12]), our data of wh information focus in both Hong Kong Cantonese and Jieyang Teochew did not show post-focus compression. Interestingly, Cantonese corrective focus data show that the F0 velocity is modestly higher at focused region and lower at the post-focal noun region than that of the old information. In other words, Cantonese seems to exhibit a certain level of post-focus compression but in a more restricted context. Since the current study only included a small number of participants, it would be interesting to examine this again with more speakers and see if a similar tendency could reach statistical significance. To our surprise, we did not find a significant on-focus rise in the corrective focus condition. We think this may be due to the use of negation item m4 ha6 ‘no’ preceding the target items, which had attracted most of the initial acoustic prominence in this condition, resulting in no acoustic difference in its following segments.

Also worth noting is that while the results about Cantonese corrective focus seemed to be in line with the effect that high tones impact on the end F0 lowering leading to the post-focus domain [8], we did not observe a similar effect in the Teochew study. In Teochew, all acoustic dimensions that we tested were not statistically indistinguishable across different types of information structure. Since variations in phonetic cues were not adopted to encode focal information, whether Teochew speakers resort to other types of methods needs further investigation.
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